STRÖMBERG AT MORRA
THE SWEDE FROM BERLIN REINTERPRETS NAPLES
The Morra Foundation confirms its strategic line: building experience after
experience, laboratorial and exhibitive experiences , building a true "art district"
and entrusting its supporting scaffolding to artists residencies and to the sitespecific work there conceived and created. Obviously honouring Naples and its
territory as a unavoidable parameter of poetic reference. It happened over the time
with Hermann Nitsch and Shozo Shimamoto, to each one of whom a foundation is
been dedicated, it also happens today (opening reception at 19.00 at Palazzo Tarsia)
with the exhibition of Henrik Strömberg, forty-nine years old Swedish artist based
in Berlin, "Refraction of Lightness ".
"A title - explains the curator Chiara Valci Mazzara - which lends by itself to a
binary interpretation, that of the English word 'lightness' understood as brightness,
but also as lightness, both present in Strömberg's work". Strömberg spent three
months in Naples, a period in which he was able to appreciate the historically
overlapping superfetations of the city architecture, as well as the contrasts between
dark and light, typical of the most hidden ravines, as well as the relics of the
ancient world present at the Archaeological Museum and in the excavations of
Pompeii.
“Those are all references - explains the artist - that are possible to find in my
exhibited works, which are also set in dialogue, here, with the gestural works of
Shozo Shimamoto, normally exhibited in the large rooms of the Foundation to him
dedicated in Palazzo Tarsia". To achieve this result, the path is been divided
between the photographic matrix then converted by superimposition into the
serigraphs made at Vittorio Avella's laboratories at Casa Morra, and the vitreous
matrix, the artist started to work with in Sweden and developed in Berlin, thanks to
which Strömberg blows personally the silica paste defining its ever-changing,
absolutely lively and palpitating forms, which leave to the observer the task of
interpreting its absolutely open meaning. What above described happens then
similarly with the photographic elements, cutouts of negatives, works on paper or
burnt newspaper that lead the itinerary of an exhibition in which the relationship
with space is always dynamic, such as the large scale canvasses and paper sheets
reminders of old frames that spread their fabrics out of the rigours of the twodimensionality, like unwinding rugs that defy environmental and temporal borders.
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